Meriam’s Accutube Flow Sensors
Meriam’s Accutube Flow Sensors are lab-tested and field-proven flow elements perfect for gas, liquid or steam
service. With thousands in use worldwide, the Accutube continues to be the right choice when ease of installation,
cost effective operation and highly accurate performance is required.
The Accutube averaging Pitot tube is a head type device, which generates a differential pressure signal similar to the
orifice, venturi, flow nozzle, and other head producing primary elements. It can be used for flow measurement only
or with static pressure and temperature transmitters as the primary measurement source for a flow control loop. It
has been proven that the Accutube’s flow measurement accuracy is better than that of the orifice. The Accutube also
generates considerable cost savings with its simple installation and wear-free, energy-efficient design, providing a
viable alternative to traditional flow measurement devices.

Principal of Operation
The Accutube is an annular averaging Pitot device, which is simply inserted into a pipe or duct through a weld
coupling and packing. Based on pipe or duct size, the Accutube is constructed so that strategically located sensing
ports continually sample the impact and static pressures produced by the Accutube’s obstruction of the flow stream
profile. Within the probe, the impact pressures sensed by the upstream ports are continually averaged in an isolated
plenum chamber. Similarly, the static pressures sensed by the downstream ports are averaged in a second isolated
plenum. A readout device is then used to indicate the differential between the two-plenum chambers.
Meriam Accutubes are provided in a wide variety of models enabling you to select the probe diameter and mounting
configuration compatible with your application needs. Meriam also has available special mounting hardware, valves
and materials for use in high temperature and pressure applications and corrosive environments.
For convenience in selecting and sizing Accutubes for your applications, please refer to the data form found on page
25 in this catalog. Complete the form and submit it to the factory for detailed analysis and configuration. For
further assistance on Accutube sizing and selection, feel free to contact Meriam Instrument or your local Meriam
representative. You can request the "Accutube Selection and Sizing Data Sheet" if you need detailed steps on
selection and sizing.

Accutube: Features
Accuracy

Convenience

True double averaging design
+1% of rate accuracy
+0.1% repeatability
Tested and certified by independent flow labs

Applicable to gases, liquids, steam
Simple installation and maintenance
Four standard models and probe sizes: Insertion,
Flanged, Wet tap with socket or gear drive
retraction, Integral three-valve manifold, optional
Bi-directional flow sensing

Confidence
Testing by the Utah Research Laboratory-Utah
State University, the University of Michigan
and testing against NIST traceable Meriam
flow elements confirm typical accuracy of
±1% of rate
Material Certification and Certificate of
Conformance per customer specification are
available.
Certified welding fabrication to ASME Code,
Section IX Procedures.
Dye penetrant and hydrostatic testing capability.
Canadian registration number.
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Efficiency
Low permanent head loss saves energy and cost
Multiple tube design offers superior strength and
clog resistance
Unaffected by wear
No system shutdown with wet tap model
Ideal for flow system upgrades and expansions
Integral 3-Valve head option saves installation
piping and transmitter mounting time.
Gear Drive wet tap reduces insertion and
retraction time

Accutube: Low-Cost Flow Measurement
The Accutube reduces initial costs through low purchase price and reduced
installation cost.
The purchase price of an Accutube will almost always be less expensive than other head producing primary elements. Meriam’s simple and effective Accutube design allows us to pass fabrication savings on to you. When
mounting hardware is considered, the Accutube will always be low in cost. No flanges are required, just the simple
mounting hardware included with the Accutube. Choose the integral 3-valve manifold Accutube head to reduce
your transmitter mounting and piping costs.
The Accutube’s installation costs are also low. On an 8-inch pipe, for example, installation of the Accutube’s mounting thredolet requires only 4 linear inches of welding while orifice flanges for the same size pipe require 50 linear
inches. Orifice flanges also require pipe cutting, weld preparation and weld cleanup. With the Accutube, simply
weld on the thredolet, bore a hole, install the Accutube and tighten the packing gland. You’re ready to go!

Operational savings continue
with low-cost maintenance, wet tap flexibility and low permanent head loss.
The Accutube simplifies preventive maintenance with its clog-resistant and wear - free design. This combination
brings downtime to a minimum and frees you to concentrate on the process itself.
If shutting down your process is too costly, then look to Meriam’s Wet Tap Accutubes. These Accutubes can be
inserted and retracted without process interruption, after being installed without process shutdown. This flexibility
gives you the ability to spot check the process, inspect the Accutube and pig or flush the line without Accutube
damage while eliminating the need for by-pass piping and valve systems. Choose from socket or gear drive retraction options to meet your needs.
Accutubes save you money by causing less permanent pressure loss. Permanent pressure loss (unrecoverable head
loss) is the system energy lost due to the primary element’s obstruction of the flow stream. This pressure drop is
what your pump or fan has to overcome and is directly related to system operating costs. The Meriam Accutube is
much less of a flow obstruction than other primary elements. Test results on the Accutube show typical unrecoverable head loss of 2 –10 % of the produced differential pressure. This means that there is much less permanent pressure loss, less work for the pump or fan to do and much lower operating costs. The difference in using Accutubes
versus orifice plates can add up to hundreds of dollars per year in pump or fan horsepower per measurement point.

Accutube: Installation Requirements
Meriam Accutubes perform best when installed in the proper orientation with respect to piping configuration. The
following diagrams and tables show correct installation orientation and straight-run requirements both upstream
and downstream of the Accutube location.

Sensor Orientation
HORIZONTAL LINES
Bottom Entry
Side Entry
Top Entry
VERTICAL LINES
Special 90° Rotated Accutube Head
recommended for liquid and steam use.
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Accutube: Series 10A and 11A
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Accutube: Series 20T and 21T
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Accutube: Series 22L and 23L
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Accutube: Series 24D and 25D
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Accutube: Series 33T Low Pressure Wet Tap
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Accutube: Series 37L High Pressure Wet Tap

BODY MATERIAL

ORDER

316SS Head and
Probe
For Special Material
Consult Factory

03
SP

SD
GD

Socket
Drive
Gear
Drive
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Accutube: Series 40H thru 43H
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Accutube: Series 70H & 72H(with RTD)
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Accutube Sizing Worksheet
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